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Abstract: The hybridization movement reflects the shift and convergence of market-focused corpo-
rations on the one hand and social oriented organizations on the other towards more integrated
value-creating hybrid arrangements. Hybridity is usually defined as the combination of two different
and usually contradicting institutional logics. However, the hybridity literature is incongruent,
inconsistent and seemingly addressing different spheres of hybridity, rendering the institutional
construct ineffective for empirical analysis between organizations of varied natures. The purpose
of this study is to arrive at a conceptualization of hybridity from an institutional perspective that
allows for empirical analysis and comparison of the hybrid nature of organizations across time
and contexts. Adopting a taxonomical approach based on the societal triangle, a systematic review
(n = 109) is conducted to identify characteristics, issues and challenges of eight archetypical hybrid
and non-hybrid organizations. Consequently, the authors propose a thematic mapping of relevant
issues into five clustered themes. This thematic map can be helpful in guiding the analysis of and
comparison between a broad range of different hybrid organizations. This study adds to the exist-
ing definitional and terminological debate in the hybridity literature by shifting the focus from a
typological classification towards a taxonomical approach of hybridity.

Keywords: hybridity; hybrid organizations; institutional logics; taxonomy; social entrepreneurship

1. Introduction
1.1. Introducing This Study

The hybridization movement reflects the shift of social-oriented organizations on the
one hand and purely profit-driven companies on the other towards a mix of social and
financial value creation, resulting in a more integrated organizational structure [1]. The hy-
brid nature of organizations has been studied by various scholars, who have been—for the
most part—closely following the institutional logics paradigm. However, a challenging
problem that arises with this approach is that this paradigm seems to be too fuzzy to
be useful as an analytical tool for hybridization. To our knowledge, no previous study
has yielded an empirically useful classification across time, place and contexts aiming to
meaningfully compare between various different hybrid arrangements. To overcome this
problem, we alternatively propose to adopt the societal triangle paradigm as a point of
departure. This approach, based on a taxonomy instead of typology, helps in demarcating
hybridity more precisely and minimizes terminological controversy. We describe eight
archetypes and perform a systematic literature review to identify issues and challenges of
each hybrid and non-hybrid archetype.
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This paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce and contextualize hybridity and
then follow-up with two theoretical frameworks that are vital to this study, i.e., institutional
logics and institutional spheres (organized within a societal triangle). In the next section,
the methodology is explained, and insight is provided into the different phases of the
systematic review based on the PRISMA diagram. The results section shows our findings.
First, the different terms in the reviewed literature associated with hybridity are detailed,
and the identified issues and challenges connected to each archetype (1 to 8) are described.
In discussing these results, a clustered thematic overview is provided that can be helpful
in subsequent empirical investigations. Finally, the main conclusion develops this line of
argumentation further, while pointing out limitations and areas for further research.

1.2. Hybridization Movement

The hybridization literature does not regard hybridity as a finite set of possibilities
but more as a continuum with possible configurations and dimensions. The first influen-
tial attempt to articulate these various dimensions was a study by Battilana and Lee [2]
in which they identified five dimensions of hybridity, i.e., inter-organizational relation-
ships, culture, organizational design, workforce composition, and organizational activities.
An organization might be pinpointed on each of these dimensions according to a scale
between differentiated and integrated, pointing to the integration between commercial and
social aspects. They contend that social enterprises are ideal types of hybridity, as they
combine and balance the organizational forms of business and charity. Although the idea
of these dimensions was well articulated, it had some vagueness to be useful in empirical
settings. Taking this up as a challenge, Kolk and Lenfant [3] argued for an empirically
somewhat more sensitive model detailing six dimensions that define a hybrid business
model. These include addressing social goals in the mission, positive leadership, perception
of mutual benefits, long-term relationships with stakeholders, perception of progressive
interactions, and balancing business goals with societal contributions. One study took
the measurement of hybridity a step further, describing a 3 × 3 cube model classifying
sector resources, organizational location, and type of sustainability at its three axes using a
set of 15 indicators for the measurement and organizational comparison of hybridity [4].
Looking at the hybridity literature, we find that the different studies and their results are
incomparable with each other, not building enough on prior knowledge and seemingly
addressing different levels of questions and spheres of hybridity. For the most part, this is a
definitional and terminological problem, as the literature describes concurrent approaches
towards hybridity. Following the excellent overview of Battilana and Lee [2], and including
their own distinct approach to hybridity, at least four types of hybridization are identified
in various studies within this field: (1) hybridity in organizational identity [5–7], (2) in
organizational form [8–10], (3) in ways of organizing [2], and (4) hybridity in institutional
logics [11,12]. As the current dominant perspective within organizational studies is neo-
institutionalism, with institutional logics being the most influential strand compared to
‘institutional work’ and ‘institutional entrepreneurship’ [13], it is not surprising to find
hybridity usually defined in terms of institutional logics [9,14–18]. Hybrid forms are ac-
cordingly based on at least two different logics, creating an organizational form that allows
values and artifacts from different categories to exist in its structures and practices [15].
A non-hybrid is then an organizational form that fully adheres to one logic, an ideal type
with distinctive characteristics [8]. It seems that out of the four hybridity types that Battilana
and Lee [2] describe, the institutional logics perspective on hybridity is more grounded
and accepted within the organizational studies community compared to the perspectives
of ‘organizational identity’, ‘organizational form’ and ‘ways of organizing’.

1.3. Institutional Logics

The construct of institutional logics is based on a societal model that divides society
into institutional orders or groups of institutions, each with their own distinctive logic
and rationality. The literature approaches institutional logics in various ways, calling
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it ‘humanly devised constraints’ [19], or a ‘set of material practices and symbolic con-
structions’ [20]. The most elaborate definition of institutional logics was formulated by
Thornton and Ocasio [21]: “. . . socially constructed, historical patterns of cultural symbols
and material practices, including assumptions, values and beliefs, by which individu-
als and organizations provide meaning to their daily activity, organize time and space,
and reproduce their lives and experiences.” (p. 101). The development of the institutional
logics perspective culminated in its description as a metatheory, conceptualizing it as an
‘inter-institutional system’ consisting of multi-level practices and cross-level mechanisms,
reflected in eight ideal-type categories, i.e., the logics of family, community, religion, state,
market, profession, and corporation [12]. Each of these ideal-typical logics can be described
in a mutual exclusive way by using nine elemental categories, i.e., root metaphor, sources
of legitimacy, sources of authority, sources of identity, basis of norms, basis of attention,
basis of strategy, informal control mechanisms, and ecosystem. Thus, a corporation might
be described with the root metaphor of ‘corporation as hierarchy’, deriving legitimacy
from its ‘market position’, using ‘organization culture’ as an informal control mechanism,
and having ‘managerial capitalism’ as its economic system [12]. According to this narrative,
a thorough conception of institutional logics emerges when elements from various theories
and literatures are integrated. In building this metatheory, multiple academic disciplines
are therefore involved, in particular behavioral science, but also insights from cognitive and
social psychology, supplemented by various literature on sensemaking, decision-making,
identity and practice.

From the perspective of the inter-institutional lens, hybridity occurs when the cultural
content of two or more orders, constituting symbols, norms and structures, is mixed [22].
Hybridization then should be possible to quantify by measuring and closely following
the change of the cultural content at the categorical level of the institutional orders. How-
ever, the inter-institutional approach paints a picture of a vibrant and contingent nature
of institutional logics, making it nearly impossible to define, compare and/or measure
logics across time and contexts. Furthermore, most of the empirical studies within this
field take institutional logics as given and pre-determined [23], and change in institutional
logics within organizations and within social interactions is hardly studied. Part of the
reason is that typological classifications, as is Thornton et al.’s [12], are not necessarily
based on empirical facts and realities, nor are the characteristics of ideal-types observable
in reality [24,25]. This is evident when, for instance, we look at the category of ‘economic
system’ where the cultural content for each of the seven institutional orders is described
as family capitalism, cooperative, welfare, occidental, market, personal, and managerial
capitalism [12]. These classifications are conceptual and not directly observable in empirical
reality, posing many analytical problems. Adding to that, scholars point out that a termino-
logical confusion arises with the use of ‘institutional logics’, ‘institutions’, and ‘institutional
orders’, as they seem to do the same thing, namely, influence the behavior of organizations
and individuals [26]. Furthermore, the relationship and friction between logics is well
understood, but the institutional logics perspective seems to be less concerned with the
social consequences and societal impact of the different logics [13]. The fuzziness of the
institutional logics construct, at least with the goal in mind to arrive at a useful analytical
tool for hybridization, is further attested to by scholars arguing that “. . . much recent
work has invoked logics as analytical tools, focusing on their impacts, and that it would
be fruitful to study logics as complex phenomena that are ever changing. . . .” [27] (p. 274).
Lounsbury et al. call for a return to studying institutional logics as complex phenomena in
their own right instead of treating logics as concrete objects and/or using them as heuristic
or explanatory tools. Taking this critique into account, an alternative is sought by using
the ‘societal triangle’ paradigm [28–32], instead of Thornton et al.’s [12] interinstitutional
system, in order to meaningfully study and analyze the processes, change-trajectories,
and challenges that organizations face in their hybridization. The societal triangle approach
is based on a taxonomical classification instead of a typological approach of ideal-types.
The main differences between both classification approaches is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Main differences between a typology and taxonomy, based on [24,33,34].

Typology Taxonomy

Conceptual, addressing abstract concepts Based on empirical observations
Multidimensional Often hierarchical

Highlights characteristics not existing in reality Describes measurable dimensions and
characteristics

Not reliably predictive Provides prescriptions rather than explanations

1.4. Societal Triangle: Identifying Institutional Spheres

The societal triangle taxonomy, i.e., archetypical institutional orders and spheres of
the state, market and civil society, assists in approaching hybridity in a more organized and
structured manner. Earlier usages of the societal triangle include Roustang et al. [35], who
explored the development of a new social contract from the perspective of the monetary
economy, dividing it in market economy (private sector), non-market (public sector),
and non-monetary economy (private household). Zijderveld [32] applied it as a ‘democratic
triangle’ in understanding the decline of the welfare state and viewed morality, defining it
as values, norms and meanings, as occupying a central position in the re-institutionalization
of the democratic triangle. Pestoff [36] used the societal triangle to delineate the Third
sector and used three axes to divide the welfare mix: public/private, profit/non-profit,
and formal/informal. In his model, the Third sector is comprised of private, formal,
non-profit organizations.

A more elaborate societal model, better suited as an analytical approach for un-
derstanding hybridization, was reconstructed on the basis of four basic hybridization
interfaces by van Tulder with van der Zwart [31] and upgraded by van Tulder and van
Mil [37]. Compared to Pestoff’s model, the ‘formal/informal’ axis was substituted by
the ‘governmental/non-governmental’ interface, and the ‘public/private’ dimension was
further subdivided into ‘public/private organizations’ and ‘public/private goods’. This
restructuring adds to a more precise delineation of organizational forms. Each of the three
institutional orders—state, market and civil society—result in three principal, non-hybrid
organizational forms: archetype 1 being a state-run public agency, archetype 3 being a
non-hybrid societal organization, and archetype 6 as a purely profit-driven, usually publicly
listed, corporation (Figure 1). At the interfaces between the three orders, five additional
hybrid forms are identified. One is at the state-civil society interface (archetype 2), a pri-
vate non-profit organization that is usually state-funded but with a management that is
relatively independent (e.g., public universities, hospitals and legal institutions). Two
hybrid archetypes are identified at the market-civil society interface through delineating
along the profit/ non-profit line. Examples of these organizations are cooperatives (type 4),
operating as a non-profit private organization and providing private goods. Family-owned
firms (archetype 5) are also private organizations providing private goods but operate as a
for-profit organization. Social enterprises are usually type 4 organizations, depending on
how they deal with profits and profit distribution. The last two hybrid archetypes (7 and 8)
are located at the market-state interface: for-profit governmental organizations providing
private goods (e.g., state-owned companies, archetype 7), and for-profit governmental orga-
nizations providing public goods (e.g., public-private partnerships, archetype 8). Figure 1
summarizes this taxonomy. Adopting this conceptual model adds to the understanding of
the specific characteristics, governance challenges, and typical strengths and weaknesses of
each of the hybrid arrangements. Although van Tulder with van der Zwart did provide
an overview and substantiation of related factors, it is insufficient for our purpose of a
structured approach of hybridity. To contribute to this gap and understanding regarding
the characteristics and challenges arising from the hybrid nature of diverse hybrid arrange-
ments, a systematic literature review was performed and synthesized into an overview of
issues and challenges, useful for empirical analyses.
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of hybridity from the perspective of the societal triangle of state, market and
civil society based on van Tulder with van der Zwart [31] and van Tulder and van Mil [37]. It results
in three principal non-hybrid archetypes (1, 3 and 6) and five hybrid archetypes (2, 4, 5, 7 and 8).
Reprinted/adapted with permission from [31]

2. Materials and Methods

The main focus of this systematic review is to understand the hybridization trend
in society through the institutional logics lens, focusing on specific characteristics and
challenges of the different archetypes, as described in Figure 1. This systematic review
was performed during 2019, and the PRISMA reporting standard [38]—an abbreviation
of Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses—was used as
a structured guideline (see Figure 2). Scopus has been used for the systematic literature
search. The reason for this, to the exclusion of the Web of Science (WoS) database, was
primarily due to the fact that Scopus has a wider coverage of journals, whereas WoS is
more selective [39]. Furthermore, Scopus is featured as a single database, without further
restrictions regarding the availability of content [40], whereas WoS functions as a platform
linking to various other databases with varying degrees of accessibility. The following
eligibility criteria were formulated: (a) subject area of ‘business, management and account-
ing’; (b) English language; and (c) articles published in journals, excluding books and
conference papers. It is acknowledged that this choice may have caused a bias in the
selection of records. The rationale for excluding books and conference papers is because of
our focus on peer-reviewed research only, as to facilitate a strong foundation in building
our thematic mapping of the issues and challenges involved. Conference papers are not
always peer-reviewed and might contain preliminary results and conclusions with the
aim to receive feedback from peers. Based on these eligibility criteria, searching for the
keyword ‘institutional logics’ resulted in 238 documents, and searching for ‘hybridization’
resulted in 114 documents. Using the ‘keyword’ functionality in Scopus, thirteen addi-
tional keywords were identified for institutional logics, and twelve were identified for
hybridization (Table 2).

In the next phase, the institutional logics keyword list was reduced to two keywords,
as all other keywords are correlated with either of these, or with both, that described the
theoretical lens best: institutional logics and institutional theory. These two keywords were
then combined through the Boolean expression AND with each of the fifteen hybridiza-
tion keywords. Applying the eligibility criteria and excluding duplicates, this keyword
combination search resulted in 113 relevant publications. After a first reading of the title
and abstract, four articles were identified as probably inadequate for our review. This
was confirmed after a full reading, and these items were excluded from the final list. One
article only focused on methodologies for entrepreneurship research, and the remaining
three articles had no theoretical or empirical relevance. The third phase consisted of closely
reading the remaining 109 articles and identifying the archetypical form examined in the
article and the discussed issues and/or challenges. Phases one and two of this systematic
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review, formulating eligibility criteria, keyword identification and selection, and excluding
the four items, were performed by the first author and reviewed by the second author.
During the third phase of identifying the archetypical form, issues and challenges, all three
authors were involved in checking, improving and rearranging the results into clustered
themes. See the section on ‘author contributions’ at the end of this article for the division
of labor among the authors. An overview of the main results is provided in Appendix A,
Table A1. No specific software was used, other than Microsoft Excel, to collect the results
of the keyword searches, analyzing the overlap of results, and creating the datamatrix as
presented in Appendix A.

Table 2. Identified keywords for ’institutional logics’ and ’hybridization trend’ through Sco-
pus database.

Institutional Logics Hybridization Trend

Institutional logic(s)
Conflicting institutional logics
Competing institutional logics

Institutional change
Institutional complexity
Institutional approach

Institutional theory
Institutional work

Institutional entrepreneurship
Organizational institutionalism

Institutional framework
Institutional voids
Institutionalization

Hybridization
Hybridity
Hybrid(s)

Hybrid organization(s)
Hybrid organizing

Hybrid model
Economic and social effects

Environmental impact
Societies and institutions

Hybrid governance
Hybrid method

Hybrid management

Figure 2. PRISMA diagram for identifying, screening and including records in systematic reviews.

3. Results
3.1. Hybridity Terminology

Using the taxonomical approach based on the societal triangle, we first identified
the various terms that are used to describe hybridization within these 109 items. We
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found 16 different terms within our sample, pointing to various levels and categories of
hybridization. From the description of each term, as given by the source, we identified
the level that the utilized hybridity term was referring to and chose the most appropriate
categorical description. Ten terms were categorized under governance, keeping in line
with the definition as used internationally by the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development) [41]. One term was mission-related, three were connected
to partnerships, and one term was referring to the business model. See Table 3 for the
resulting overview, including the source, a description as mentioned by the author(s) of the
source, the hybridity category as identified by us, and the aim of the hybridity. The aim
column is derived directly from the mentioned source, so as to contextualize the use of the
various hybridity terms.

Categorizing these terms thematically, we find that the majority are linked to the
governance of firms, including stakeholder management, strategic planning, monitoring
and control, whereas ‘hybrid collaboration’ [42], ‘hybrid organizing’ [43], and ‘shadow hy-
bridity’ [42] are all linked to partnerships. The term ‘interest orientation hybrid’ [44] is used
in relation to hybridity at the level of an organization’s mission, linking the choice of scaling
strategies to either benefitting their own members or the broader interest of society. At the
operational or business model level, the term ‘hybrid organizational form’ [45] is used,
and hybridity at socio-cultural level is described by the term ‘cultural hybridization’ [46].

These results demonstrate that hybridity is ambiguously defined, although 10 out of
16 terms are related to governance issues. Even then, adjectives are needed to describe the
intent of the researcher(s).

Table 3. Terms connected to hybridization within our sample.

Term Source Description Hybridity Category Aim: for What?

Blended hybrids [47]

Multiple logics are combined uniformly
throughout the organization. The logics
multiplicity is primarily traced through:
goals, target population, management

principles, organizational form,
governance mechanism and

professional legitimacy.

Governance ND 1

Structural hybrids [47]

Different logics dominate in different
compartments within the organization.
Hybridity in this case is traced through

the nature of work, task allocations, use of
output and individual rewards.

Governance Commercial bene-
fits

Interest orientation
hybrids [44]

Mutual interest (providing benefits to the
members of the organization) and general

(benefits for groups other than the
members) interest—continuum.

Mission
Scale-up benefitting

either group
or society

Hybrid
collaboration [48] Alliance between three social enterprises

and a local council. Partnership Attain
shared objectives

Hybrid organizing [43]

Organizational settings characterized by
multiple institutional logics, i.e., an

energy corporation engaging in
research partnerships.

Partnership furthering
energy transition

Hybrid
organizational form [45]

Combining social and welfare logic
by looking at who is served, who is
employed, what is sold, and to what

extent a change is sought and/or revenue
generation is pursued.

Operational/
businessmodel Securing funding
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Table 3. Cont.

Term Source Description Hybridity Category Aim: for What?

Shadow hybridity [42]
Informal partnership between local

government organization and a
football club.

Partnership Sustaining value for
local community

Symbolic hybrids [49]

Adopting (parts of) institutional logics
discourse to better appeal to funding

agencies but keeping day-to-day
operations according to own preferences.

Governance Achieving SDGs

Integrated hybrids [49] Multiple logics are merged to forge a new
way of organizing. Governance Achieving SDGs

Dysfunctional
hybrids [49]

Dysfunction due to contradictory
demands from internal stakeholders,
creating extensive internal conflicts.

Governance Achieving SDG’s

Cultural
hybridization [46] Mixing, intermingling and fusion of

cultures. Culture ND 1

Hybridity of form [50] Structure: combination of for-profit with
non-profit organization. Governance ND 1

Hybridity of
substance [50] Combination of a for-profit workplace

and a human agency service. Governance Reducing unem-
ployment

Hybrid
organization [51]

Organizations that incorporate multiple
institutional logics. Focusses mainly on

governance and legitimacy issues of
mutual insurance companies.

Governance Maximize
mutual interest

Welfare hybridity [52]

State shows openness to the market as a
social services provider, leading to hybrid

organizations that possess
characteristics/rationalities of more than

one sector.

Governance Proving welfare

Hybrid governance [53]

Institutional combination of an authority
structure and of a coordination

architecture in presence of pooled
strategic assets.

Governance
Maximizing joint

value, minimizing
org. costs

1 ND = Not Defined.

3.2. Overview of the Archetypes

Following the identification of hybrid terminology, we then proceeded to the fol-
lowing. Using the societal triangle taxonomy, i.e., state-market-society, the results of our
systematic literature review can be plotted according to archetypes 1 to 8. Reading the
items, we identified the characteristics of the empirical context. Applying the four inter-
faces of governmental/non-governmental, public/private organizations, profit/non-profit,
and public/private goods, we arrived at a resulting archetype according to our taxonomy.
The complete analysis is presented in Appendix A. It was observed that each of the eight
archetypes are represented in the publications, with a skew towards social enterprises with
34 publications and family businesses/cooperations with 18 publications (Table 4).

Table 4. Results of the systematic literature review arranged according to archetypical classification 1
to 8 of all 109 items.

Archetype Number Type of Organization Number of Articles

1 State 4

2 Public hospitals, universities and
implementation bodies 10
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Table 4. Cont.

Archetype Number Type of Organization Number of Articles

3 Civil society/communities 6

4 Social enterprises/hybrid organizations 34

5 Family businesses, cooperations 18

5 or 6 Profit/nonprofit orientation not defined 9

6 Firms, corporations 11

7 Partly or wholly state-owned public
organizations 3

8
Public-private partnerships and state-owned
enterprises with a public utility function (e.g.,

electricity, water, rails)
8

Diff Not defined within the publication 6

Total 109

3.3. Aims, Challenges and Issues

Looking at our sample from the perspective of the archetypical forms, we can trace/identify
‘why’ questions related to hybridization as to what is the purpose of the hybrid arrangement
or organizational form in each of the 69 cases where a hybrid arrangement is identified?
Hybridity at the state-civil society interface (Type 2, n = 10) usually aims, according to our
sample of publications, for effectiveness. This is not surprising, as these type of organiza-
tions, e.g., public hospitals, have been privatized with the intent to create more impact but
without the usual constraints of a bureaucratic environment. The issues and challenges that
are associated with this type of hybridity are typically transparency-related. This could
be either at performance assessment level [54], at the powerplay level, with public sector
managers or politicians that are either enabling or constraining hybridity [55], and at the
work-relational level by employing either collaboration or manipulation strategies [56]
but also building or breaking linkages and trust [57].

Type 4 hybrid organizations (n = 34) report dual value creation, or variations of
this theme like ‘mutual interest’ and ‘common cause’, as their main goal. Availing of
a business opportunity and acting as a change agent are also mentioned. None of the
cases in our sample are expressively aiming for societal or institutional impact, with the
possible exception of Gidron [50], having ‘reducing poverty’ as one of its dual aims. This
type of hybridity prevails in extant studies, judging by the amount of publications in
our sample. Reported issues and challenges are thereby primarily related to the mission
of the organization: path dependency [58] when past experiences are leading instead of
looking for innovative ways to tackle tenacious societal problems; mission drift [59], usually
towards commercialization [45]; moral dilemmas that are masked as pricing challenges [60];
and credibility issues that arise due to an absence of mission statements and/or annual
reports [61]. Adding to that, dominant stakeholders influencing accountability [62] is also
mentioned as a challenge. When looking at legitimacy issues, they are generally connected
to identity, ownership and authenticity [46]. The final set of issues for type 4 hybridity are
scaling [63] and finance-related issues, e.g., increasing earned income versus other income,
balancing social and financial expertise at the board level [15], and hiring and socializing
policies [14].

Family firms, art ventures and the like (Type 5, n = 18), are described as aiming for a
broad array of aims, including commercial value [44,47,59], artistic goals [64], cooperative
payoffs [65], ecological aims [66], and even claiming to pursue a change-agent role towards
sustainable entrepreneurship [67]. The literature reports the following issues: change issues
towards sustainable entrepreneurship [67], in particular present in businesses that are
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pushed towards sustainablity; balancing divergent goals of, e.g., family and business [68];
accounting practices taking a mediating role [69]; and incumbent power relations [70].

Within the sample, only three publications were found at the Type 7 hybridity level,
i.e., at the state-market interface. Among the aims of this hybridity type are efficiency, dual
value, and market orientation. Associated challenges include market decoupling due to
legitimacy seeking [71] and management accounting challenges due to multiple pressures
and expectations [72]. The second type of hybridity at this interface, Type 8 (n = 8), focuses,
according to extant studies, on sustainable partnerships, political gains, stakeholder value,
addressing complex problems, and legitimacy. Challenges for this hybridity type are
the facilitation of social interaction between partners [73]; political issues, in particular
preferred policy cloaked as public interest [74]; business model effectiveness issues [75];
governance complexity [76]; and the paradox of performing: what outcomes represent
success/failure [77]. Our findings are summarized in Table 5 for all eight principal and
hybrid archetypes. We list characteristics of each, give examples of typical organizations
and summarize the issues and challenges that are associated with each archetype.

Table 5. Description and main issues/challenges of the archetypical organizational forms 1 to 8,
based on the systematic literature review.

Archetype Description Issues/ Challenges

1 (Non-hybrid)

Public organizations, non-profit oriented,
governmental, providing public goods. Example:
government, defense force, regional greenhouse

gas initiative, public sector.

Bureaucratic challenges, reliance on legislation,
centralization of power, focus on hierarchy and

vertical subordination [78]; restrictive regulatory
power [79].

2 (Hybrid)

Private organizations, non-profit oriented,
governmental dependent, providing public goods.

Example: public universities/hospitals,
implementation bodies, municipal companies,

crime prevention council.

Transparency of performance assessment [54];
collaboration vs. manipulation strategies [56];

influence of public sector managers/politicians
that can be either enabling or constraining for

hybridity [55]; relational work challenges: building
linkages, trust, and collaboration [57].

3 (Non-hybrid)

Private organizations, non-profit oriented,
non-governmental, providing public or

social/club goods. Example: civil society
organizations, football clubs, activist coalitions

Issues regarding utility maximization instead of
profit maximization [48]; commodification of

participants’ needs, pragmatic management of
issues [52]; uncertainty of funding [80]; role of

expert employees, rigidity of governance
instruments that are otherwise effective in

for-profit environments [81].

4 (Hybrid)

Private organizations, non-profit oriented,
non-governmental, providing private goods.

Example: renewable energy cooperatives, social
enterprises, microfinance organizations, fair-trade

organizations, mutual insurance companies

Mission drift [59]; commercialization [45];
credibility issues due to absence of mission

statements and/ or annual reports [61];
entrepreneur ability and desirability [82]; path
dependency [58]; moral dilemmas masked as
pricing challenges [60]; influence of dominant
stakeholders in accountability [62]; legitimacy
issues: identity, ownership, authenticity [46];
scaling issues [63]; earned income vs. other

income, balance between social and financial
expertise at board level [15]; hiring and socializing

policies [14].
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Table 5. Cont.

Archetype Description Issues/Challenges

5 (Hybrid)

Private organizations, profit oriented,
non-governmental, providing private goods.

Example: family-owned enterprises, art ventures,
university-business cooperation, sustainable

business investors.

Change issues towards sustainable
entrepreneurship [67]; balancing divergent goals

of, e.g., family and business [68]; mediating role of
accounting practices [69]; incumbent power

relations [70].

6 (Non-hybrid)

Public organization, profit oriented,
non-governmental, providing private goods.

Example: firms, joint-stock companies, corporate
venturing programs, business incubators.

Remuneration governance issues [83];
effectiveness of governance practices [84];

competitive advantage issues [85],
e.g., profit-driven, value creation issues, high

risk-taking; CSR pressures [86]; local legitimacy for
MNCs [87].

7 (Hybrid)

Public organizations, profit oriented, (partly)
governmental ownership, providing private goods.

Example: listed state-owned companies and
enterprises, privatized businesses with the state as

shareholder.

Market decoupling due to legitimacy seeking [71];
management accounting challenges due to
multiple pressures and expectations [72].

8 (Hybrid)

Public organizations, profit oriented, (partly)
governmental ownership, providing (semi) public
goods. Example: public-private partnerships, full

state-owned enterprises, state-owned
multinational energy companies.

Facilitation of social interaction between
partners [73]; political issues: preferred policy
cloaked as public interest [74]; business model

effectiveness issues [75]; governance
complexity [76]; paradox of performing: what

outcomes represent success/failure [77].

4. Discussion

This article argued that the literature on hybridity runs the risk of comparing incom-
parable configurations of hybridity by abstracting away from different levels of analysis,
related content questions on the aims of these organizations, and what we call ’spheres
of hybridity’. For the most part, this is due to definitional and terminology problems,
as hybridity is usually defined using the institutional logics perspective. However, the
institutional logics construct is too fuzzy and contingent in time and place in order to be
useful for more advanced analytical purposes. Responding to Alvesson and Spicer’s plea
to bring analytical clarity and empirical sensitivity in the institutional constructs that are
used [26], we argued that a taxonomical approach to hybridization creates a better fit than
a typological classification. This is because of its inherent characteristics—preeminently, be-
ing based on empirical observations instead of addressing conceptual and abstract concepts.
The hybridization model based on the societal triangle of state-market-society, particu-
larly the interfaces (and consequential governance challenges) that exist between these
three institutional spheres, serves this purpose and can therefore be considered a more
promising point of departure. The classification with eight archetypes, of which three
non-hybrid and five are hybrid, allows for a useful comparison and assessment of different
hybrid arrangements. Adopting this hybridization model, a systematic literature review
was performed to identify the characteristic issues and challenges of each archetype 1 to
8. The findings suggest that each hybrid archetype has motives and specific challenges
that can be traced to their interface tension, i.e., the interface between public/private,
governmental/non-governmental, and profit/non-profit sectors. Type 2 hybridity usually
aims for effectiveness and has typically transparency-related challenges. Archetype 4
has value creation as its main goal, and the literature reports primarily mission-related
challenges such as mission drift, path dependency and scaling. Type 5 hybridity is mo-
tivated by commercial motives, and reported issues have mainly to do with its change
towards sustainable entrepreneurship. Archetype 7 is predominantly efficiency-oriented,
and reported issues are, for the most part, related to stakeholders’ expectations. Type
8 hybridity aims for stakeholder value and needs to tackle challenges that are linked to
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complexity of governance, politics, communication and performing paradoxes. Most, if not
all, of the characteristics that were found in this review can be grouped under the umbrella
of ‘governance’. The governance concept is, despite its prolific usage in academic and
professional literature, not very well defined [88]. For our purposes, we adopt the view
of the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD): “Corporate
governance involves a set of relationships between a company’s management, its board, its
shareholders and other stakeholders. Corporate governance also provides the structure
through which the objectives of the company are set, and the means of attaining those
objectives and monitoring performance are determined.” [41] (p. 9).

Accordingly, the identified issues and challenges can be clustered together and rear-
ranged under the umbrella of five clustered governance themes (Table 6).

We find that all clustered themes are present for type 4 hybrid organizations, with ’mis-
sion and balancing divergent goals’ and ’accounting and financial issues’ being the domi-
nant ones. The presence of all themes in type 4 hybridity might be explained by the fact
that this type of hybridity is most studied within the social entrepreneurship literature.
We found 34 studies out of 109 within our review that were placed within the context of
social entrepreneurship. Added to that, SEs are regarded as an ideal setting for studying
hybridity, as articulated by Battilana et al. [2]. The mission theme is furthermore present
with all archetypes, except archetype 2 hybridity. This could be explained by the (financial)
state-dependence of these type of organizations, e.g., public hospitals and universities,
implementation bodies and municipal companies, and the clear purpose for their existence,
making it unlikely to encounter challenges like mission drift [59] and credibility issues [61].

Theme 2, the leadership theme with its associated challenges, is predominantly found
within archetype 4 and 8 hybrid organizations. Governance complexity [76] and the facili-
tation of social interaction between partners [73] is particularly mentioned as a challenge
for public-private partnerships (PPS), which is a type 8 hybridity. These are usually major
construction works initiated by the state, where a long-term partnership of 20 to 30+ years
is sought.

The third theme, ’hiring and employee involvement’, is only mentioned twice, in con-
nection with type 2 [57] and 4 [14] hybridity. This could be due to the fact that both types
of hybridity have strong articulated combinations of logics, and employees need to be
able to navigate these logics simultaneously. For type 2 hybridity, this is a combination
of a strong state-logic with an equally strong market-logic, while for type 4 hybridity
(usually social enterprises), this entails striking a balance between market and welfare logic.
The other hybridity types are more cooperation-based, and thus can achieve results by
involving different employees that are well-versed in one logic only and facilitate their
mutual cooperation. We believe that this theme is underrepresented, at least in the results
of our systematic review. The role of employees and their mutual cooperation is a pivotal
and driving force of functional companies [89].

As mentioned earlier, the fourth emergent theme, ’accounting and financial issues’,
is predominantly found within type 4 hybridity. Social enterprises in their initial start-up
phase usually seem to be dependent on non-earned income (subsidies, grants). For their
survival, they need to shift to earned income originating from their own products and
services [15]. This proves to be a major challenge, especially when coupled with a reported
lack of balance between social and financial expertise at the board level. Accountability and
governance on both social impact and financial solvency is equally important, but dominant
stakeholders are reported to influence the accountability [62] by putting more importance
on either one of the two. The reported challenge of the ’mediating role of accounting
practices’ [69] is uniquely reported for type 5 hybridity, e.g., cooperatives and family
businesses. This element refers to hybrid organizations using accounting practices to lock
parties within their own logic by demanding to report according to their own chosen
standards, goals and key performance indicators. The final issue ’management accounting
challenges’ [72] within this theme refers to multiple pressures and expectations from within
and outside an organization, in this case, a listed and partly state-owned enterprise. In our
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view, this challenge is in line with the previous mentioned issue, albeit within the context
of a type 7 hybridity, which has to deal with the state as share- or stakeholder on the one
hand and the market-oriented goals as its fiduciary duty on the other.

Table 6. Clustered governance themes with rearranged issues and challenges, as derived from the
literature review.

Clustered Themes Reported Challenges from Literature, including Source

Mission and balancing divergent goals

Mission drift [59]
Commercialization [45]
Credibility issues [61]

Legitimacy issues: identity, ownership and legitimacy [46,71]
Balancing divergent goals [68]

Preferred policy cloaked as public interest [55,74]
Transparency of performance assessment [54]

Leadership

Entrepreneur ability and desirability [82]
Path dependency [58]

Incumbent power relations [70]
Facilitation of social interaction between partners [73]

Governance complexity [76]
Collaboration vs. manipulation strategies [56]

Hiring and employee involvement Hiring policies and socializing policies [14]
Relational work challenges [57]

Accounting and financial issues

Moral dilemmas masked as pricing challenges [60]
Earned income vs. other income [15]

Balance between social and financial expertise at board level [15]
Mediating role of accounting practices [69]

Management accounting challenges [72]
Influence of dominant stakeholders in accountability [62]

Future outlook

Scaling [63]
Change issues towards sustainable entrepreneurship [67]

Business model effectiveness [75] Paradox of performing: what outcomes
represent success/failure? [77]

The final theme is categorized as ’future-outlook’ and refers to issues as scaling
and future businessmodel effectiveness. Type 8 hybridity, e.g., state-owned enterprises,
multinational energy companies and public-private partnerships, is slightly more present
with two challenges. Because of the state involvement, these are usually major companies
and projects in terms of their scope but are also more scrutinized because of the public
nature of its funding and the concerned societal benefits. The involvement of different
stakeholders with different logics makes ’businessmodel effectiveness’ [75] a major concern,
i.e., how can the best value be created for all involved parties. This is strongly linked to
what outcomes represent success or failure, as projects might, e.g., be financially regarded
as successful but seen as a failure from the societal perspective, and vice versa. This is
referred to as the paradox of performing [77].

5. Conclusions

The nature of taxonomies is to demarcate one entity from another based on a sufficient
number of properties. Its aim is to establish common ground for a term, such that scrutiny
or empirical reflection can take place [24], and not necessarily to describe or explain a
phenomenon in its entirety. In this case, we add to the existing literature on hybridity by
attempting to provide a more precise demarcation of the term ‘hybrid’ when applied to
our field of investigation. In doing so, we hope to minimize terminological controversy for
scholars of hybridity studies in general and the social entrepreneurship field in particular,
so that more effort can be directed towards creating a refined understanding of the hybrid
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nature of organizations. We also attempt to provide a point of departure for the investi-
gation of factors of success and failure of different types of hybrid organizations. First,
we provide an overview of the issues and challenges from the literature that are linked
to each of the hybrid archetypes that follow from our adopted taxonomy (see Table 5).
Subsequently, we rearrange the issues and present a clustered thematic overview of the
reported challenges that can be used for subsequent empirical investigations (see Table 6).

It needs to be emphasized that this study is not without its limitations. The first one is
that the literature search was restricted to journal articles only, while disregarding books
and conference papers. Linked to that, the keyword search was only confined to the title
and abstracts, possibly overlooking studies that did cover the subject but used different
keywords to describe their research. The third limitation is that the search was restricted to
the field of ‘business, management and accounting’ within Scopus, possibly overlooking
relevant studies within, e.g., the wider field of social studies. Nevertheless, the broad
range of keywords used in the search operation has enabled us to gain a good overview of
hybridization from the institutional perspective. We believe that the adopted taxonomy
and empirical conceptualizations can be considered a more promising point of departure
for understanding the hybridization movement in society.

Based on the insights from this article, it would be beneficial to direct future research
towards a more foundational approach and in-depth study of the identified challenges.
The governance themes may be used as a guide to thoroughly investigate the specifics of
the themes and identified challenges. However, most of the benefit for hybridity studies
lies in a comparative approach by systematically identifying challenges in all eight hybrid
and non-hybrid arrangements, taking the perspective as summarized in Figure 1. This
requires teamwork, collaboration between scholars, and access to a multitude of cases that
can be categorized within the hybridity taxonomy.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Datamatrix detailing the resulting archetypes 1 to 8 for each of the records that was
included in the systematic literature review. In case the mission or aim was identifiable, it was
also included.

Nr. Private
org.

Public
org. Profit Non-

Profit Gov. Non-
gov.

Public
Goods

Private
Goods

Archetype
Id Mission/Aim

1 [67] x x x x 5 Change agent
2 [47] x x x x 5 Commercial

3 [73] x x x x 8 Sustainable part-
nership

4 [90] x x x x 6 NA
5 [59] x x x x 4 Dual value
6 [91] — — — — — — — — diff 1 NA
7 [44] x x x x 4 Mutual interest
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Table A1. Cont.

Nr. Private
org.

Public
org. Profit Non-

Profit Gov. Non-
gov.

Public
Goods

Private
Goods

Archetype
Id Mission/Aim

8 [74] x x x x 8 Political
9 [92] x x x x 4 Value creation

10 [93] x x x x 4 NA
11 [94] x x x x 5 NA

12 [82] x x x x 4 Business opportu-
nity

13 [58] x x x x 4 Common cause
14 [65] x x x x 5 Commercial
15 [60] x x x x 4 Dual value
16 [48] x x x x 4 Common cause
17 [95] x x x x 4 Change agent
18 [71] x x x x 7 Dual value
19 [62] x x x x 4 Dual value
20 [96] x x x x 4 Dual value
21 [78] x x x x 1 NA
22 [97] x x x x 4 Dual value
23 [98] x x x x 4 Multiple value
24 [99] x x x x 8 Efficiency
25 [100] x x x x x 5 or 6 NA
26 [43] x x x x 6 NA
27 [101] x x x x 5 Dual value
28 [102] x x x x 2 NA
29 [45] x x x x 4 Dual value
30 [103] x x x x 2 NA
31 [42] x x x x 3 NA
32 [61] x x x x 4 Dual value
33 [103] x x x x 5 NA
34 [104] x x x x 4 Dual value
35 [105] x x x x 5 NA
36 [49] x x x x 3 NA
37 [54] x x x x 2 Effectiveness
38 [68] x x x x 5 Multiple value
39 [75] x x x x 8 Stakeholder value

40 [72] x x x x 7 Efficiency,
financial

41 [106] x x x x 4 Dual value
42 [107] x x x x 4 Value creation
43 [46] x x x x 4 NA
44 [108] — — — — — — — — diff 1 NA
45 [109] x x x x x 5 or 6 NA
46 [110] x x x x 4 Dual value
47 [50] x x x x 4 Dual value

48 [65] x x x x 5 Cooperative pay-
offs

49 [51] x x x x 4 Multiple value

50 [64] x x x x 5 Business and
artistic goals

51 [69] x x x x 5 Dual value
52 [56] x x x x 2 Effectiveness
53 [111] x x x x 5 Multiple value

54 [112] x x x x 8 Addressing
complex problems
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Table A1. Cont.

Nr. Private
org.

Public
org. Profit Non-

Profit Gov. Non-
gov.

Public
Goods

Private
Goods

Archetype
Id Mission/Aim

55 [113] x x x x 2 Science, care goals
56 [114] x x x x 4 NA

57 [66] x x x x 5 Commercial,
ecological

58 [115] x x x x 4 Dual value
59 [55] x x x x 2 Effectiveness
60 [116] x x x x 4 Dual value
61 [57] x x x x 2 Effectiveness
62 [117] x x x x 2 NA
63 [118] — — — — — — — — ND 1 NA
64 [119] x x x x 5 NA
65 [63] x x x x 4 Dual value
66 [83] x x x x 6 NA
67 [76] x x x x 8 Stakeholder value
68 [120] x x x x 6 NA
69 [52] x x x x 3 NA
70 [121] x x x x 6 NA
71 [122] — — — — — — — — diff 1 NA
72 [123] x x x x 7 Multiple value
73 [16] x x x x 5 Multiple value
74 [80] x x x x 3 NA
75 [84] x x x x 6 NA
76 [85] x x x x 6 NA
77 [70] x x x x 5 NA
78 [124] — — — — — — — — diff 1 NA

79 [15] x x x x 4 Dual value
80 [125] x x x x 2 Dual orientation
81 [9] x x x x 4 Dual value

82 [79] x x x x 1 NA

83 [77] x x x x 8 Addressing
complex problems

84 [126] — — — — — — — — diff 1 NA
85 [127] x x x x 4 Dual value
86 [53] x x x x x 5 or 6 NA
87 [128] x x x x 6 NA
88 [129] x x x x 5 NA
89 [130] x x x x 2 NA
90 [131] x x x x x 5 or 6 NA
91 [132] x x x x 3 NA
92 [133] x x x x 1 NA

93 [134] x x x x 8 Efficiency,
legitimacy

94 [135] x x x x 5 Dual value
95 [136] x x x x 4 Dual value
96 [86] x x x x 6 NA
97 [81] x x x x 3 NA
98 [18] x x x x 4 Dual value
99 [14] x x x x 4 Dual value
100 [87] x x x x 6 NA
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Table A1. Cont.

Nr. Private
org.

Public
org. Profit Non-

Profit Gov. Non-
gov.

Public
Goods

Private
Goods

Archetype
Id Mission/Aim

101 [137] x x x x 6 NA
102 [138] x x x x 1 NA
103 [139] x x x x 4 Dual orientation
104 [140] x x x x x 5 or 6 NA
105 [141] x x x x x 5 or 6 NA

106 [142] x x x x 7 Efficiency, mar-
ket orientation

107 [143] x x x x x 5 or 6 NA
108 [144] x x x x x 5 or 6 NA
109 [145] x x x x x 5 or 6 NA

1 In a number of publications, the archetype number was not identified. It was either not clear because of privacy
or because multiple cases were used that were divergent in nature. NA = not available.
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